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HIGHLIGHTS 
• This research aims to tackle the water and energy crisis affecting many countries.  

• Uses H2 evolved from seawater electrolysis to generate power and water in fuel cell. 

• Provides an optimisation model of a hybrid seawater electrolyser-fuel cell system. 

• An overall power conversion efficiency of 41.2 % and H2O recovery rate of 48.2 %. 

• Provides insight into an alternate clean energy conversion and H2O purification 

system. 
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Abstract 

Fossil fuels have earned a reputation as unsustainable sources of energy, due to the release of 

carbon emissions that are attributable to global warming. To overcome the extensive release 

of carbon emissions into the environment, different approaches are being explored to produce 

energy, by replacing non-renewable fuels with renewable energy. Additionally, many 

countries across the world are emerging as water-scarce countries, due to the vulnerability of 

freshwater supply. This work, therefore, focuses on the design and synthesis of a hybrid 

electrolyser-fuel cell system to generate hydrogen and freshwater from seawater. The 

proposed system is designed to be integrated with a background process that requires both 

power and water. It has the potential to reduce the burden on freshwater sources and carbon 

footprint of background processes, as well as produce power. A one-dimensional, 

mathematical model is developed for a continuous hybrid seawater electrolyser-fuel cell 

system operated at steady state. The model determines the optimal operating conditions in 

terms of temperature, current density, electrode thickness and humidity, as well as the 

performance of the system through the activation overpotential, diffusion overpotential, 

ohmic overpotential and the open-circuit voltage. GAMS/BARON is used to optimise the 

hybrid system. Furthermore, a techno-economic evaluation is conducted to determine the 

viability of the system. Results indicate that an overall power conversion efficiency of 41.2 

%, and a freshwater recovery rate of 48.2 % is achieved.  

Keywords: Fuel cell; Electrolyser; Design; Synthesis; Hydrogen; Optimisation  
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Abstract 

Fossil fuels have earned a reputation as unsustainable sources of energy, due to the release of carbon 

emissions that are attributable to global warming. To overcome the extensive release of carbon 

emissions into the environment, different approaches are being explored to produce energy, by replacing 

non-renewable fuels with renewable energy. Additionally, many countries across the world are emerging 

as water-scarce countries, due to the vulnerability of freshwater supply. This work, therefore, focuses on 

the design and synthesis of a hybrid electrolyser-fuel cell system to generate hydrogen and freshwater 

from seawater. The proposed system is designed to be integrated with a background process that 

requires both power and water. It has the potential to reduce the burden on freshwater sources and 

carbon footprint of background processes, as well as produce power. A one-dimensional, mathematical 

model is developed for a continuous hybrid seawater electrolyser-fuel cell system operated at steady 

state. The model determines the optimal operating conditions in terms of temperature, current density, 

electrode thickness and humidity, as well as the performance of the system through the activation 

overpotential, diffusion overpotential, ohmic overpotential and the open-circuit voltage. 

GAMS/BARON is used to optimise the hybrid system. Furthermore, a techno-economic evaluation is 

conducted to determine the viability of the system. Results indicate that an overall power conversion 

efficiency of 41.2 %, and a freshwater recovery rate of 48.2 % is achieved.  

Keywords: Fuel cell; Electrolyser; Design; Synthesis; Hydrogen; Optimisation  
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1. Introduction 

The global supply of fossil fuels is rapidly declining due to the increase in energy demand. Naturally, 

the environment cannot replace fossil fuels at the rate at which they are being consumed by the growing 

human population. Consequently, as the demand for power increases, the environment and power grid 

faces numerous challenges in trying to meet the demands of the global population, and economy. This is 

related to the energy trilemma which tackles the conflicting goals of providing energy security, energy 

affordability and an environmentally sustainable energy supply (Rinkinen et al., 2019). Globally, 74.7% 

of the electricity generated is derived from fossil fuels, which addresses the affordability and security 

goals of the energy trilemma (International Energy Agency, 2019). However, it is incapable of meeting 

the environmental sustainability goal, on the account of greenhouse gas emissions that have detrimental 

effects on the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: 2017 Global Electricity Production (International Energy Agency, 2019) 

 

To address the energy crisis, it is imperative for power generation utilities to pursue alternate avenues 

for energy production leading to one of the biggest technological shifts experienced to date (Darras et 

al., 2015). This is attained by adopting the use of an energy system that harnesses energy from 

renewable energy sources, causes zero harm to the environment, is cost-effective,  and is capable of 

ensuring the political and the economic security of the nation (Kimura et al., 2019).   
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As such, hydrogen (H2) produced from renewable energy is gaining a substantial amount of attention as 

a promising substitute fuel, and an effective long-term energy storage medium.  It has been identified to 

play an important role in sustainable energy production and will contribute to the transition towards a 

zero-carbon emission world.  The versatility of hydrogen in applications, future low-cost potential, and 

its negligible harm to the environment classify H2 as a clean fuel (Pierucci et al., 2017). Consequently, 

hydrogen together with fuel cell technology shows promise of addressing the energy trilemma. 

According to published data, approximately 96% of the total hydrogen consumed in the world is 

currently produced from fossil fuels (AlZahrani and Dincer, 2017). Among these fossil fuels are coal 

and natural gas, which are used as primary feedstock to produce H� through gasification and reforming 

processes (López Ortiz et al., 2016). However, conventional fossil-fuel derived processes are associated 

with various environmental concerns that include, finite supply, excessive release of carbon emissions 

directly related to climate change, and global warming (Acar and Dincer, 2020). Consequently, the 

environmental concerns arising from using these processes have necessitated a shift towards producing 

hydrogen renewably, through electrolysers powered by hydro, solar, tidal and wind energy.  

1.1. Electrolysis 

Electrolysis is one of the most recognised methods of producing chemical products from their natural 

state. This is particularly true for the production of H2 and oxygen (O2) from freshwater and seawater.  

As seen in Figure 2, many countries across the world are experiencing water (H2O) shortages, due to the 

continuously declining average rainfall. It is, therefore, an obvious advantage to pursue saline sources of 

H2O when considering the production of renewable hydrogen. In view of the fact that seawater is an 

inexhaustible source of H2O, as opposed to freshwater which has become constrained.  
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Figure 2: World Water Scarcity Map (Carylsue, 2016) 
 

Over recent years, several experimental studies have been conducted for seawater electrolysis to 

determine the viability, efficiency, use of effective electrodes and catalysts to promote H2 and O2 

evolution. More specifically, Abdel-Aal et al. (2010) presented an experimental study to determine the 

rate of H2 and chlorine evolution from seawater electrolysis. Mohammad and Kaukhab (2011) 

investigated the use of sulphur electrodes to promote O2 evolution and prevent the formation of 

magnesium hydroxide precipitation in an experimental study. Ravichandran et al. (2011) focused their 

research on investigating a selectively permeable electrode constructed from a sulfonated-polystyrene-

ethylene-butylene-styrene membrane on an ���� electrode, that was cationically selective towards O2 

evolution and repelled chlorine ions.  

More recently, Srisiriwat and Pirom (2017) conducted an experimental study to determine the feasibility 

of a photovoltaic (PV)/seawater electrolyser/fuel cell system. In addition, Srisiriwat and Pirom (2017)  

proposed to simulate the system they had developed in 2017, in the Hybrid Optimisation Model for 

Electric Renewable (HOMER) simulation software to obtain the optimal design of the system as future 

work. 
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Lei et al. (2018) prepared a Nano-tungsten carbide composite electro-catalyst (AuPdPt-WC/C) to 

replace platinum catalysts in the hydrogen evolution reaction. In another experimental study, Kuang et 

al. (2019) developed a hierarchical anode with corrosion-resistance and O2 evolution properties. The 

anode was fabricated from a nickel-iron hydroxide electrocatalyst coated uniformly on nickel sulfide 

layer which had been developed on porous nickel foam. In a similar study, Yu et al. (2019) presented an 

experimental study on a 3-D core-shell metal nitride catalyst which is constructed from NiFeN 

nanoparticle on NiMoN nanorods supported on nickel foam. The proposed NiMoN@NiFeN 

electrocatalyst was investigated to promote the O2 evolution reaction and was used in an alkaline 

seawater electrolyser. In another study, Yan et al. (2019) conducted an investigation on improving the 

O2 evolution efficiency and stability of various transition metals such as manganese, 

manganese+molybdenum, manganese+molybdenum+vanadium and manganese+iron+vanadium oxide 

coated electrodes, that were prepared a titanium substrate, and contained an iridium dioxide  (IrO2) 

intermediate layer.  

In contrast to all the experimental work, Yang et al. (2019) presented a performance model for seawater 

electrolysis in an undivided cell (no membrane between anolyte and catholyte). Semi-empirical models 

were obtained for current density, cell voltage, total residual oxidant and energy consumption. 

 

Although some work has been conducted in modelling the performance of a seawater electrolyser, the 

above-mentioned model is limited to seawater electrolysis in an undivided cell.  Additionally, this model 

did not take into account diffusion overpotential, and optimisation of the seawater electrolyser was not 

performed. 

1.2. Modelling PEM Electrolysers and Fuel Cells 

Proton exchange membrane electrolysers (PEMEs) and proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) 

have been extensively modelled separately as clean energy conversion systems. In recent years, 

mathematical modelling of PEMEs has increased significantly and has been based upon PEMFC 

models.  
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An extensive literature review was conducted by Falcão and Pinto. (2020) on the various types of 

models that have been developed to predict the performance of a PEME. Analytical, empirical and semi-

empirical models have been formulated. Han et al. (2015) developed a comprehensive one-dimensional 

freshwater electrolyser model, to determine the effect of varying operating conditions and design 

parameters on the performance of the cell. In that formulation, open-circuit voltage, activation 

overpotential, diffusion overpotential and ohmic overpotential are considered.  Ni et al. (2006) proposed 

an electrochemical model to analyse the relationship between current density and voltage in a PEME. 

That model investigated the open-circuit voltage, activation overpotential, and the ohmic overpotential, 

but did not evaluate the effect of the diffusion overpotential. This was due to the insignificant effect of 

the mass transport limitations present in thin electrodes. In another study, Chanderis et al. (2015) 

developed a one-dimensional numerical model to analyse the effect of temperature and current density 

on the degradation of the PEM. They concluded that the cathode exhibited greater membrane 

degradation than the anode, and temperature had a significant impact on the cell performance. It is worth 

noting, all these models were limited to freshwater electrolysis. 

Notable work for one-dimensional, isothermal fuel cells was done by Bernadi and Verbrugge (1991). 

That work was shortly extended by Springer et al. (1991). Later, researchers developed new models and 

made modifications to existing models to investigate the effects of membrane dehydration (Yang et al., 

2019), membrane flooding (Mammar et al., 2019), and H2O transport through the membrane (Lee et al., 

2019).  

 

According to the work conducted by Shekhar (2013), which compared one-dimensional and three-

dimensional fuel cell models, one-dimensional models were found to be more cost-effective and useful 

for practical applications than three-dimensional models. Abdin et al. (2016) developed a one-

dimensional mathematical model of a PEMFC in MATLAB-Simulink to explore the effect that 

humidification, pressure, partial pressure and temperature on the performance of the cell. They 

concluded that the relative humidity of the reactant gases influenced  membrane hydration and 

resistance. Li and Lv (2018) presented a model on the combined effects of water transport on the 

performance of PEMFCs. In that work, a one-dimensional, two-phase flow, steady-state model was 

developed.   
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1.3. Models of Hybrid Systems 

Hybrid energy systems have recently gained more attention as an effective renewable energy storage 

medium. Typically, these hybrid systems couple several renewable energy sources such as solar and 

wind energy (Lin et al., 2015). Numerous studies have been conducted on the design, modelling and 

optimisation of photovoltaic/fuel cell/wind turbine hybrid systems. Lin et al. (2015) developed a generic 

mathematical model to analyse the temporary operational flexibility of a solar/wind/PEMFC/battery 

hybrid system. Prieto-Prado et al. (2018) proposed an integrated system of wind, photovoltaic energy, 

electrolysers, fuel cells, hydrogen storage tanks, and a reverse osmosis plant to provide H2O to the 

Canary Islands. That study used HOMER simulation software to determine the economic and technical 

feasibility of the power system.  

Additionally, Tobaru et al. (2017) presented a novel 100% renewable energy system comprised of a PV 

array, wind generator, fuel cell, seawater electrolysis plant, and battery energy storage system (BESS) in 

a remote island in Japan. That system was compared to one that did not contain a seawater electrolysis 

plant and BESS. Additionally, mixed-integer linear programming was used to minimise the difference 

between the cost of equipment, and the revenue generated by the chemicals produced from seawater 

electrolysis.  

Espinosa-Lὀpez et al. (2018) developed a semi-empirical, steady-state electrochemical model coupled 

with a dynamic lumped capacitance dynamic thermal model of a 46 kW high-pressure PEME. 

MATLAB-Simulink was used to develop the model and Particle-Swarm Optimisation was used to 

identify the parameters in the model.  

In another study, Maleki (2018) presented a mathematical model for the design and optimisation of 

various hybrid renewable energy systems that included, a solar-wind-reverse osmosis desalination 

system, coupled with either a battery or hydrogen energy storage. A metaheuristic optimisation 

technique known as the bee’s algorithm was proposed for the optimal design of the hybrid renewable 

energy systems.  Liu et al. (2019) developed a model of a novel integrated energy system which contains 

multiple decentralised energy generation integrated systems with a centralised energy generation system 

to provide a stable supply of electricity.  The capacity of the proposed hybrid energy system was 

optimised through the use of a superstructure-based mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) 

model. GAMS was used to model the optimisation problem and BARON was used as the solver.  
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1.4. Research Motivation 

According to the literature reviewed, many studies have been conducted on the development of 

individual mathematical models for freshwater PEME and PEMFCs. Additionally, numerous studies 

have been done on hybrid systems which couple various renewable energy sources, and have been 

optimised in HOMER.  Research on seawater electrolysis has been extensively carried out but has 

merely been focused on experimental work, such as investigating the performance of different 

electrocatalysts and electrodes for the evolution of O2, as well as efficiency and viability. However, to 

date, a comprehensive mathematical model for the optimal design of a one-dimensional seawater 

electrolyser has not yet been developed. Moreover, research on the development of a mathematical 

formulation for the optimum design of a hybrid electrolyser-fuel cell (HEFC) system, to produce H2 and 

freshwater from seawater is limited. This work aims to determine the optimal design parameters and 

operating conditions, as well as the economic viability of the HEFC system.  The industrial applicability 

will provide insight into the feasibility of integrating a HEFC system into a background process, 

especially in energy and water constrained regions. 

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to tackle the water and energy crisis arising in many countries 

across the world, such as South Africa, which is the 30th driest country in the world (Gerbi, 2017), and 

where more than 90% of the electricity generated is sourced from coal (Ratshomo and Nembahe, 2016). 

This is achieved by eliminating the strain on freshwater bodies, producing renewable energy, and 

eliminating environmental concerns by providing a green energy conversion and water purification 

system. Integration of HEFC with the background process allows for generated power and freshwater to 

be fed directly or indirectly to the process, thereby reducing freshwater and power requirements. This 

research will focus on developing a mathematical model for the design and synthesis of a HEFC system 

to produce hydrogen and freshwater from seawater. A nonlinear programming (NLP) formulation is 

presented. It determines the maximum power conversion efficiency achievable in the hybrid system. The 

model developed provides a framework to analyse the performance of the hybrid system, and a method 

of exploring variables that are difficult to measure in a physical system. Furthermore, an economic 

evaluation is carried out to determine the viability of the proposed system. 
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Figure 3: HEFC System Integrated with a Background Process 

 

This paper is organised into 6 sections. The first section gives the introduction to the paper. The second 

section describes the problem being addressed. The third section presents the methodology development 

of the proposed HEFC system, which includes the detailed mathematical model. The fourth section 

demonstrates the application of the HEFC mathematical model in an illustrative example. This is 

followed by the results and discussion in the fifth section. Lastly, the sixth section summarises the 

research conclusions. 
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2. Problem Statement 

The 21st century is one of the most challenging times for humankind, as greenhouse gases pose huge 

concerns on the environment, as well as human health. Moreover, many countries across the world are 

emerging as water-scarce countries, as well as experiencing an energy-crisis due to the increase in 

energy demand. To alleviate pollution from fossil fuel-based energy production, the H2 economy is 

explored. H2 is a promising alternative energy carrier and a viable solution to decentralise the production 

of energy from oil and fossil fuels. Therefore, to tackle the energy and water crisis, a HEFC system is 

presented to produce H2 and freshwater from seawater. A mathematical model will be developed for the 

optimum design and synthesis of the HEFC system and will be formulated as an NLP optimisation 

problem. The advantages associated with the HEFC system include the following: 

i) Reduced strain of freshwater bodies and  fresh feed water required by the background process  

ii)  Supplementary power available for use within the background process 

iii)  System is 100% environmentally friendly (no carbon emissions released) 

iv) In countries where water and power are constrained, the HEFC system will effectively utilise 

available seawater to provide power and freshwater to processes 

v) Low pressure operation (atmospheric) compared to membrane technology used in desalination 

vi) Reduced capital cost and limited seawater pretreatement required 

vii)  Onsite desalination and power production allows the chemical plant to operate off  the grid  

The problem being addressed in this paper may be formally stated as follows: 

Given: 

i) A set of units, P, composed of an electrolyser stack and fuel cell stack 

ii)  A set of electrolyser cells, M, with a known number of cells in the electrolyser stack  

iii)   A set of fuel cells, N, with a known number of cells in the fuel cell stack 

iv)  A fixed flowrate of seawater entering the electrolyser stack, NH2O  

v) Source of energy used in the electrolyser  

vi)  Type of electrolyser and fuel cell being used 

 

The objective is to determine the optimal performance and design conditions that maximise the power 

conversion efficiency. 
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3. Methodology Development 

The mathematical model developed in this paper integrates the design and synthesis of a PEME system 

and a PEMFC system. A comprehensive mathematical formulation that aims to simultaneously produce 

hydrogen and freshwater from seawater is presented and is used to determine the optimal performance, 

design conditions and economic viability of the system. The aforementioned concept is achieved 

through the use of seawater electrolysers and hydrogen fuel cells.   

3.1. Systematic Approach 

To develop the optimisation model for the HEFC system, the approach illustrated in Figure 4 is 

followed. Firstly, a superstructure of the system is developed. The NLP model is based on the 

superstructure and is used to explore all the possible combinations for the optimisation problem. The 

overall superstructure for the HEFC system is given in Figure 5.  As illustrated in Figure 5, electrolysers 

and fuel cells are used to produce H2 and freshwater from seawater. The energy required to power the 

electrolyser may be supplied by solar, wind, tidal or hydro energy. This power is supplied to a set of M 

electrolysers, where it is consumed and used to split seawater molecules into H2 and O2. All the H2 and 

O2 formed in the electrolyser stack are then sent to a set of N fuel cells where the H2 and O2 react to 

form freshwater. Electrons flow through an external circuit from the anode to the cathode. This transfer 

of electrons generates power. Unreacted H2 and O2 in one fuel cell flow into the next cell in the stack, 

where they are reacted until all the reactants are consumed 

After the development of the superstructure, the hybrid system is divided into two sub-models, viz. the 

seawater electrolyser and the H2 fuel cell. In developing a mathematical model for the seawater 

electrolyser and the hydrogen fuel cell, each sub-model is broken down into three components, viz. 

voltage, membrane and material balance components. All potential losses present in the electrolyser and 

fuel cell sub-models are modelled in the voltage component. H2O concentration and transport are 

modelled in the membrane component for each of the sub-models. The mass and molar balance for H2, 

O2 and H2O in the electrolyser and the fuel cell are modelled in the material balance component. 

Thereafter, performance equations for each seawater electrolyser and hydrogen fuel cell sub-model are 

given in the formulation of system constraints. 
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It should be noted that the seawater electrolyser is initially modelled as a freshwater electrolyser. 

Modifications are made by altering the parameters to suit the electrolysis of seawater. The seawater 

electrolyser model with the objective function of minimising power consumed is solved to determine the 

feasibility of the model. In contrast, H2 fuel cell sub-model with the objective function of maximising 

power produced is solved to determine the feasibility of the model. Lastly, once each sub-model has 

been modelled, solved and deemed feasible, mass balance constraints are included to integrate the 

seawater electrolyser sub-model and fuel cell sub-model. This integrated model is then solved and the 

optimal design parameters are obtained and used to size the internal components of the HEFC system. 

This is followed by the techno-economic evaluation of the HEFC system based on the optimal variables 

obtained from the optimised integrated HEFC system model. For the techno-economic evaluation, the 

annual cash flow, net present value, payback period and internal rate of return are calculated to 

determine the viability of the proposed system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: HEFC System Schematic Approach
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Figure 5: HEFC System Superstructure
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3.2. Electrolyser and Fuel Cell Operation  

In the electrolyser, seawater is fed to the anode where it is oxidised to form O2. H
+ ions flow 

from the anode through a Nafion electrolyte membrane to a platinum cathode where H2 gas is 

formed. In seawater electrolysis, chlorine evolves at the anode instead of O2. However, in this 

model, the evolution of O2 is promoted through the use of a nano-tungsten carbide electro-

catalyst and a magnesium hydroxide anode. Chlorine leaves the electrolyser as a solution with 

the brine and excess seawater. Reaction (1)-(2) describe the reactions that take place in the 

seawater electrolyser. A schematic diagram of a PEME is shown in Figure 6 (Han et al., 2015). 

 

Anode:  )�� → +
� �� + 2,- + 2).     (1) 

Cathode:  2). + 2,- → )�     (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Schematic Diagram of a PEME 
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In the fuel cell, H2 fed to the anode is oxidised and the O2 fed to the cathode is reduced to form 

freshwater. Figure 7 illustrates a schematic diagram of a PEMFC (Abdin et al., 2015). 

 

Anode:  )� → 2). + 2,-    (3) 

Cathode:  
+
� �� + 2,- + 2). → )��   (4) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Schematic Diagram of a PEMFC 

 

3.3. Voltage Component 

The seawater electrolyser model is adapted from the models developed by Marangio et al. (2009) 

and Han et al. (2015). Modifications are made to these models by altering the current density, 

charge transfer coefficient, exchange current density and the input voltage required to suit 

seawater electrolysis. Additionally, the H2 fuel cell modelled in this system is adapted from the 

model proposed by Abdin et al. (2016). Most mathematical expressions presented in the 

electrolyser models are identical to the expressions in the fuel cell, with the exception that H2 is 

present in the anode and O2 in the cathode of the fuel cell, as opposed to the electrolyser where 

H2 is present in the cathode and O2 in the anode. Adjustments are then made to take this into 

account.  
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The performance of the electrolyser and the fuel cell is measured via the current and voltage of 

each unit. Since the cells are connected in series, the current in each cell of the electrolyser stack 

remains the same. This assumption also holds for the fuel cell stack. Subsequently, this section 

describes the performance of the HEFC system. 

 

3.3.1. Current 

Current in the electrolyser and fuel cell stack is dependent on the reaction area and the current 

density. Where � is current,  0 is the reaction area and 1 is the current density. 

 

�(3) = 0(3) ∗ 1(3)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9   (5) 

 

3.3.2. Open Circuit Voltage 

The open-circuit voltage (OCV) is theoretically known as the minimum voltage when all other 

overpotentials are not taken into consideration. The reversible voltage describes the voltage 

obtained if the system experiences no voltage losses, and all Gibbs free energy could be 

converted to electrical energy (Han et al., 2015). Equation (6) describes the OCV derived from 

the Nernst equation at standard pressure. T is the operating temperature in Kelvin, R is the gas 

constant,  z is the number of electrons transferred during the reaction,  F is Faraday’s constant 

(96 485 mol/C) and βi is the partial pressure of species i.  

 

:;<=(3) = 1.229 − 0.9 ∗ 10-C(D(3) − 298) + FG(H)
IJ ln(KLMKNMO.P

KLMN )     

∀ 3 ∈ 9     (6) 
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3.3.3. Activation Overpotential 

Activation overpotential is derived from the Butler-Volmer equation and is defined as the 

potential loss due to the electrochemical reaction. It is the voltage used to drive the chemical 

reaction at the anode and cathode, and determines the rate at which the electrochemical reactions 

take place at the surface of the electrode. It is influenced by chemical and physical parameters, 

viz. temperature, pressure, active reaction site, catalyst property and electrode morphology.  

      

:QRS(3) = FG(H)
TUVJ ∗ WX YZ [ (H)

�[\,Q](H)^ + _Z [(H)
�[\,Q](H)^

� + 1 )` + FG(H)
TaUbJ ∗ WX YZ [(H)

�[\,RQS(H)^ + _Z [(H)
�[\,RQS(H)^

� + 1 )`
 ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�    (7) 

 

:QRS(3) = FG(H)
TUVJ ∗ WX Z [ (H)

[\,Q](H)^ + FG(H)
TaUbJ ∗ WX Z [(H)

[\,RQS(H)^ ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (8) 

 

:QRS(3) = :QRS,Q](3) + :QRS,RQS(3)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (9) 

 

Where αan and αcat are the anode and cathode charge transfer coefficients. jo,an and jo,cat are the 

exchange current density of the anode and cathode. :QRS,Q], :QRS,RQS and :QRS are the anode, 

cathode and overall activation overpotentials. 

     

3.3.4. Diffusion Overpotential 

The diffusion overpotential is also known as the concentration overpotential, and is defined as 

the potential loss due to the mass transport limitations within the membrane-electrode interface.  

The mass transport of H2, O2 and H2O through the porous electrode is governed by Fick’s law. 

Typically, diffusion overpotential plays a major role in electrolysers when the surface of the 

membrane becomes heavily populated with O2 gas bubbles, and the rate of the reaction is 

reduced.  Similarly, in fuel cells, O2 bubbles present prevent the flow of H+ ions to the cathode. 

This hinders the H2O formation reaction and consequently reduces the performance of the fuel 

cell (Abdin et al., 2016).  
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Equations (10) to (12) describe the anode, cathode and total diffusion overpotential in the 

electrolyser. In fuel cells, the anode of the electrolyser becomes the cathode and vice versa. 

 

:jkll,Q](3) = F G(H)
mJ WX <NM,no(H)

<NM,no,\(H) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (10) 

 

:jkll,RQS(3) = F G(H)
�J WX <LM,no(H)

<LM,no,\(H)  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (11) 

 

:jkll(3) = :jkll,Q](3) + :jkll,Q](3) ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (12) 

 

Where  p;M,qr and  psM,qr are the concentration of O2 and H2 at the electrode-membrane 

interface. p;M,qr,t and psM,qr,t are the concentration of oxygen and H2 at the electrode-

membrane interface at reference conditions. :jkll,Q], :jkll,RQS and :jkll are the anode, cathode 

and overall diffusion overpotentials.  

 

3.3.5. Ohmic Overpotential 

The ohmic overpotential is the resistance due to the transfer of electrons through the membrane, 

electrode, plates and interconnectors present in the electrolyser and the fuel cell. Typically, 

ohmic overpotential is comprised of two resistances, viz. electrical and ionic. The electrical 

resistance is due to the flow of electrons through an electrically conductive component.  

 In contrast, the ionic resistance is caused by the flow of H+ ions in the membrane.  Bernardi and 

Verbrugge (1991) found that ionic resistances contributed significantly to the ohmic 

overpotential.  

 

Due to a large number of unknowns in the electrodes and bipolar plates, the ohmic overpotential 

in this paper only takes into account ionic resistances. The protonic conductivity of the 

membrane is calculated as a function of H2O content. It is expressed in the empirical equation 

proposed by Springer et al. (1993). uqrq is the membrane conductivity, :tvq is the ohmic 

overpotential, wqrq is the thickness of the membrane and xqrq is the membrane humidity 

degree. 
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uqrq(3) = (0.5139xqrq(3) − 0.326) exp ~1 268 Z +
C�C − +

G(H)^�   ∀ 3 ∈ 9 (13) 

 

:tvq(3) = wqrq(3) � �(H)
�(H) �n(H)�   ∀ 3 ∈ 9 (14) 

 

3.3.6. Total Voltage 

The input voltage of the electrolyser cell is expressed in Equation (15) as the sum of the open-

circuit voltage, activation, diffusion and ohmic overpotentials. In contract, the output voltage of 

the fuel cell stack is expressed in Equation (16) as the difference between the open-circuit 

voltage, activation, diffusion and ohmic overpotentials.  

 

:(3) = :;<=(3) + :QRS(3) + :jkll(3) + :;vq(3) 

∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�         (15) 

 

:(3) = :;<=(3) − :QRS(3) − :jkll(3) − :;vq(3)     

∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW         (16) 

 

3.3.7. Seawater Density and Viscosity 

The density and viscosity of seawater are taken as a function of temperature and salinity. An 

equation of state and experimental data adapted from the study conducted by El-Dessouky and 

Ettouney (2002), is used to determine the density and viscosity of seawater in the temperature 

range of 10-180℃, and salinity from 0-160 ppt (parts per thousand). Equation (17) expresses the 

density of seawater, where �� is the density of H2O, and  �k and �k are constants. Equation (18) 

gives the viscosity of seawater, where �sM; is the viscosity of H2O, �� is the relative viscosity of 

H2O and ��� is the viscosity of seawater 

 

�� = (�+�+ + ���� + �C�C + �m�m) ∗ 10C   (17) 

 

��� = ��sM;�(�F) ∗ 10-C      (18) 
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3.3.8. Concentration in the Anode-Membrane and Cathode-Membrane Interface 

To determine the concentration gradient present on either side of the membrane, the 

concentration is taken as a function of H2O content. The H2O activity, anode and cathode 

humidity degree, and the electrode concentration expressions are derived from the model 

presented by Shimpalee and Van Zee (2007). Equations (19) and (20) describe the activity of 

H2O in the anode-membrane interface and cathode-membrane interface. Where 0sM;.Q] and 

0sM;,RQS are the H2O activities in the anode and cathode. fsM; is the H2O molar composition, 

9 is the operating pressure and 9�QS is the saturated vapour pressure. 

 

0sM;.Q](3) = �LMN,UV(H)∗�(H)
��Ub(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (19) 

 

0sM;.RQS(3) = �LMN,aUb(H)∗�(H)
��Ub(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (20) 

 

Equation (21) expresses the saturated vapour pressure of H2O, which is a function of temperature 

(Log, 2018).  

9�QS(p) = 611,��.�P(�(�)�M��.�P)
�(�)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (21) 

 

The molar compositions of H2O at the anode and cathode of the electrolyser are given in 

Equations (22) and (23). Where XsM;,Q] is the molar flux of H2O at the anode, XsM;,RQS is the 

molar flux of H2O at the cathode, X;M is the molar flux of O2 and XsM  is the molar flux of H2.  

 

fsM;,Q](3) = ]LMN,UV(H)
]LMN,UV(H).]NM(H) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (22) 

 

fsM;,RQS(3) = ]LMN,aUb(H)
]LMN,aUb(H).]LM(H) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (23) 
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Equations (24) and (25) express the molar composition of H2O at the anode and cathode of the 

fuel cell. 

fsM;,Q](3) = ]LMN,UV(H)
]LMN,UV(H).]LM(H) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (24) 

 

fsM;,RQS(3) = ]LMN,aUb(H)
]LMN,aUb(H).]NM(H) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (25) 

 

The molar flux of H2O at the anode and cathode of the electrolyser is given in Equations (26) and 

(27), whereas the molar flux of H2O in the fuel cell are given in Equations (28) and (29). 

 

XsM;,Q] (3) = �� LMN,a\V�.�� LMN.non(H)
�(H))   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (26) 

 

XsM;,RQS(H) = �� LMN.non(H)
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (27) 

 

XsM;,Q] (3) = �� LMN.non(H)
�(H))    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (28) 

 

XsM;,RQS(H) = �� LMN,��\�-�� LMN.non(H)
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (29) 

 

Equations (30) and (31) express the molar flux of H2 and O2 in the electrolyser. 

 

XsM(3) = �� LM,��\�
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (30) 

 

X;M(H) = �� NM,��\�
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (31) 

 

The H2 and O2 molar flux of the fuel cell is described in Equations (32) and (33). 

 

XsM(3) = �� LM,a\V�
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (32) 
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X;M(H) = �� NM,a\V�
�(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW  (33) 

 

The humidity of H2O at the anode and the cathode under different H2O activity conditions are 

given in Equations (34) to (37). 

 

xQ](3) = 14 + 1.4 (0sM;,Q](3) − 1)      1 ≤ 0sM;,Q] ≤ 3         ∀ 3 ∈ 9                 (34) 

 

xRQS(3) = 14 + 1.4 (0sM;,RQS(3) − 1)      1 ≤ 0sM;,RQS ≤ 3         ∀ 3 ∈ 9       (35) 

 

xQ](3) = 0.043 + 17.8 ∗ 0sM;,Q](3) − 39.65 ∗ 0sM;,Q](3)� + 36 ∗ 0sM;,Q](3)C       

0 ≤ 0sM;,Q] ≤1           ∀ 3 ∈ 9           (36) 

 

xRQS(3) = 0.043 + 17.8 ∗ 0sM;,RQS(3) − 39.65 ∗ 0sM;,RQS(3)� + 36 ∗ 0sM;,RQS(3)C       

0 ≤ 0sM;,RQS ≤1           ∀ 3 ∈ 9           (37) 

 

Where xQ] and xRQS are the anode and cathode humidity degrees.  Equation (38) describes the 

membrane humidity degree as the average anode and cathode humidity degree. 

 

xqrq(3) = £UV(H).£aUb(H)
�   ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (38) 

 

Equations (39) to (40) describe the concentration of H2O at the membrane-electrode interface of 

the anode and the cathode in the electrolyser. �qrq,j�� is the dry density of the membrane and 

¤qrq,j�� is the molecular mass of the dry membrane.  

  

psM;,qr,Q](3) = ¥n,��¦
§n,non,��¦ xQ](3) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (39) 

 

psM;,qr,RQS(3) = ¥n,��¦
§n,non,��¦ xRQS(3) ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (40) 
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The concentration of H2O at the membrane-electrode interface of the anode and cathode of the 

fuel cell are given in Equations (41) and (42). wQ] and wRQS are the anode and cathode thickness. 

�rll,Q]  and  �rll,RQS are the anode and cathode effective diffusion coefficients. ¤ s̈M; is the 

molecular weight of water. 

 

psM;,qr,Q](3) = ©¥LMN ∗G(�)
§ªLMN « − ©¬UV(H)∗]LMN,UV(H)

o®®,UV «   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (41) 

 

psM;,qr,RQS(3) = ©¥LMN∗G(�)
§ªLMN « + ©¬aUb(H)∗]LMN,aUb(H)

o®®,aUb «  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (42) 

 

Equations (43) and (44) give the H2 and O2 channel concentration of the electrolyser.  psM,Rv and 

p;M,Rv are the concentrations of H2 and O2 at the channel. fsM,Rv and f;M,Rv are the molar 

compositions of H2 and O2 at the channel. 

 

psM,Rv(3) = �aUb(H)∗ �LM,a¯(H)
FG(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (43) 

 

p;M,Rv(3) = �UV(H)∗ �NM,a¯(H)
FG(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (44) 

 

The concentration of H2 and O2 at the channel of the fuel cell is given in Equations (45) and (46).  

 

psM,Rv(3) = �UV(H)∗ �LM,a¯(H)
FG(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (45) 

 

p;M,Rv(3) = �aUb(H)∗ �NM,a¯(H)
FG(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (46) 
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At reference conditions, the H2 and O2 molar concentrations at the membrane and channel of the 

electrolyser are given by Equations (47) to Equation (50). psM,qr,t and p;M,qr,t are the 

concentrations of H2 and O2 at the membrane under reference conditions. psM,Rv,t and p;M,Rv,t are 

the concentrations of H2 and O2 at the channel under reference conditions. D�rl and 9�rl are the 

reference temperature and pressure. 

 

p;M,qr,t(3) = p;M,Rv,t(3) + ¬UV(H)∗]NM(H)
o®®,UV(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (47) 

 

psM,qr,t(3) = psM,Rv,t(3) + ¬aUb(H)∗]LM(H)
o®®,aUb(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (48) 

 

p;M,Rv,t(3) = ��o®�NM(�)
FG�o®   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (49) 

 

psM,Rv,t(3) = ��o®�LM(�)
FG�o®   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (50) 

 

In the fuel cell, the molar concentrations of H2 and O2 at the membrane and the channel are 

described in Equations (51) to (54).  

 

psM,qr,t(3) = psM,Rv,t(3) + ¬UV(H)∗]LM(H)
o®®,UV(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (51) 

 

p;M,qr,t(3) = p;M,Rv,t(3) + ¬aUb(H)∗]NM(H)
o®®,aUb(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (52) 

 

psM,Rv,t(3) = ��o®�LM(�)
FG�o®    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (53) 

 

p;M,Rv,t(3) = ��o®�NM(�)
FG�o®     ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (54) 
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Equations (55) to (58) describe the molar composition of H2 and O2 in the channel of the 

electrolyser and the fuel cell. 

 

fsM,Rv(3) = ]LM(H)
]LMN,aUb(H).]LM(H)    ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (55) 

 

f;M,Rv(3) = ]NM (H)
]LMN,UV(H).]NM(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,� (56) 

 

fsM,Rv(3) = ]LM(H)
]LMN,UV(H).]LM(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (57) 

 

f;M,Rv(3) = ]NM(H)
]LMN,aUb(H).]NM(H)   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (58) 

 

According to Equation (59) and Equation (60), the effective diffusion coefficients of the H2-H2O 

mixture and O2-H2O mixtures are functions of porosity, percolation and diffusion coefficient of 

the mixture. Equations (61) and (62) give the diffusion coefficients for the H2-H2O mixture and 

the O2-H2O mixture. 

�rll,sM-sM;(3) = �sM-sM;(3)° ©±-±�
+-±�«²

  ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (59) 

 

�rll,;M-sM;(3) = �;M-sM;(3)° ©±-±�
+-±�«²

  ∀ 3 ∈ 9 (60) 

 

�sM-sM;(3) = ³ © G(H)
´Ga�,LMGa�,LMN«µ �9R�,sM9R�,sM;��

��DR�,sMDR�,sM;� P
�M © +

§ªLM
+ +

§ªLMN«
�
M
   

∀ 3 ∈ 9      (61) 

 

�;M-sM;(3) = ³ © G
´Ga�,NMGa�,LMN«µ �9R�,;M9R�,sM;��

��DR�,;MDR�,sM;� P
�M © +

§ªNM
+ +

§ªLMN«
�
M
         

∀ 3 ∈ 9      (62) 
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CH2O,ch,an

ANODE CATHODE

Where �sM-sM; and �;M-sM; are the diffusion coefficients of the H2-H2O mixture and the O2-

H2O mixture.  ° is the electrode porosity, °H is the Percolation threshold (0.11), ¶ is the empirical 

coefficient (¶ = 0.785), ³ and · are the empirical coefficients (³ = 3.64 × 10-m and · = 2.334), 

9R� is the critical pressure,  DR� is the critical temperature and ¤ s̈Mand ¤ ;̈�  are the molecular 

weights of hydrogen and oxygen. 

3.4. Membrane Component 

Mass transport plays a fundamental role in the membrane and is responsible for the formation of 

H2, O2 and H2O. The driving force in the membrane is due to the flow of H2O. It occurs in three 

forms as described below and illustrated in Figure 8 (Han et al., 2015). 

(i)  Flow due to the electro-osmotic drag 

(ii)    Flow due to the pressure gradient across the PEM from the cathode to the anode  

(iii) Flow due to the concentration difference  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Water Transport through the PEM 
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The flow of H2O due to the concentration gradient across the PEM is calculated in Equation (63). 

¹�sM;,º�Qj is the molar flow rate of H2O due to the concentration gradient and �� is the diffusion 

coefficient of H2O inside the membrane.  

 

¹�sM;,º�Qj(3) = �(H)»
¬non(H) ¼psM;,qr,RQS(3) − psM;,qr,Q](3)½ ∀ 3 ∈ 9 (63) 

 

The electro-osmotic drag is the transportation of H2O molecules from the anode to the cathode, 

as a result of the flux of hydrated protons flowing through the membrane. ¹�sM;,rt is the molar 

flow rate due to the electro-osmotic drag and Xj is the electro-osmotic drag coefficient.  

¹�sM;,rt(3) = Xj(3) ∗ �(H)
J   ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (64) 

 

The H2O flow rate due to the pressure difference across the membrane is expressed in 

Equation (65). ¹�sM;,Hr is the molar flow rate due to the pressure effect and ¾jQ�R� is the 

permeability coefficient of H2O. �sM;, �sM; and ¤q,sM; are the density, viscosity and molecular 

weight of H2O. 

 

¹�sM;,Hr(3) = ¾jQ�R� �(H)¥LMN
¿LMN§n,LMN   ∀ 3 ∈ 9  (65) 

 

The net flow rate of H2O through the membrane is expressed in Equation (66). It describes the 

flow rate of H2O that is transported through the membrane (¹�sM;qrq), as the sum of H2O due to 

the concentration gradient, electro-osmotic drag and the pressure effect. 

 

¹�sM;,qrq(3) = ¹�sM;,º�Qj(3) + ¹�sM;,rt(3) − ¹�sM;,Hr(3) ∀ 3 ∈ 9 (66) 
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3.5. Material Balance Constraints  

 3.5.1 Water Balance 

As seen in Figure 9a, seawater enters at the electrolyser at the anode where it is consumed. In a 

similar manner, the fuel cell system (Figure 9b) works in a reverse way; H2O is produced in the 

cathode. In both the electrolyser and fuel cell, H2O flows through the PEM to keep membrane 

hydrated. 

(9a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(9b) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Water Balance across the Electrolyser (9a) and Fuel Cell (9b) 
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Equation (67) states that the molar flow rate of seawater entering the electrolyser is equal to the 

H2O entering the anode of the first electrolyser cell. The molar flow rate of H2O consumed 

¹�sM;,Rt]� is given in Equation (68).   

 

¹�sM;,k] = ¹�sM;,k],Q],rÀrRS(Á)  ∀ Á ∈ ¤, Á = 1  (67) 

 

¹�sM;,Rt]� = �(H)
�J   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (68) 

 

Equation (69) states that the molar flow rate of H2O leaving the electrolyser is equal to the 

difference between the molar flow rate of H2O entering the anode, being consumed and the 

amount of H2O flowing through the membrane. 

 

¹�sM;,tÂS,Q],rÀrRS(Á) = ¹�sM;,k],Q],rÀrRS(Á) − ¹�sM;,Rt]� − ¹�sM;,qrq,rÀrRS    

 ∀  Á ∈ ¤      (69) 

 

Equation (70) gives the flowrate of H2O leaving the cathode of the electrolyser cell. 

 

¹�sM;,tÂS,RQS,rÀrRS(Á) = ¹�sM;,qrq,rÀrRS ∀ Á ∈ ¤  (70) 

 

The total flow rate of H2O leaving a cell in the electrolyser is given in Equation (71) 

 

¹�sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS(Á) = ¹�sM;,tÂS,Q],rÀrRS(Á) + ¹�sM;,tÂS,RQS,rÀrRS(Á) 

 ∀  Á ∈ ¤      (71) 

 

Equation (72) describes the molar flow rate of H2O entering the next anode cell as the molar 

flow rate of H2O leaving the previous cell. 

 

¹�sM;,k],Q],rÀrRS(Á) = ¹�sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS(Á − 1)  ∀  Á ∈ ¤, Á > 1 (72) 
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Equation (73) describes the total molar flow rate leaving the electrolyser system. 

 

¹�sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS,��� = ∑ ¹�sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS (Á)   ∀ Á ∈ ¤  (73) 

 

The molar flow rate of H2O produced in the fuel cell is given in Equation (74). 

 

¹�sM;,H�tj = �(H)
�J  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (74) 

 

Equation (75) and Equation (76) express the molar flow rate of H2O leaving the anode and 

cathode of the fuel cell. 

¹�sM;,tÂS,Q],lR(X) = ¹�sM;,qrq,lR ∀ X ∈ ¹  (75) 

 

¹�sM;,tÂS,RQS,lR(X) = ¹�sM;,H�tj − ¹�sM;,qrq,lR ∀ X ∈ ¹  (76) 

 

Equation (77) gives the overall mass balance for the PEME system. 

 

¤sM;,k] = ¤sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS,��� + ¤sM,tÂS,rÀrRS,��� + ¤;M,;tÂS,rÀrRS,���     (77) 

 

Equation (78) describes the mass balance for the PEMFC system and states that the mass of H2O, 

H2 and O2 leaving the fuel cell must equal the mass of H2 and O2 entering the fuel cell. 

 

¤sM;,tÂS,lR,��� + ¤sM,tÂS,lR,��� + ¤;M,tÂS,lR,��� = ¤sM,k],lR(X) + ¤;M,k],lR(X)   

∀ X ∈ ¹, X = 1      (78) 

 

Equation (79) states that the total mass of H2O leaving the electrolyser and fuel cell systems must 

be equal to the mass of seawater entering. 

 

¤sM;,k] = ¤sM;,tÂS,rÀrRS,��� + ¤sM;,tÂS,lR,���      (79) 
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CATHODEANODE PEM

NO2,prod

ANODECATHODE PEM

NO2,cons

NO2,out,fc

NO2,out,elect sys

3.5.2. Oxygen Balance 

The PEM only allows protons to flow through the membrane. Therefore all hydroxide and O2- 

ions remain within the anode compartment of the electrolyser. O2 is formed and leaves from the 

anode. No O2 is found within the cathode. On the contrary, in fuel cells, O2 enters the fuel cell at 

the cathode, where it reacts to form H2O. Figure 10 graphically illustrates the O2 balance in the 

electrolyser and fuel cell. 

 

(10a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(10b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Oxygen Balance across the Electrolyser (10a) and Fuel Cell (10b) 
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Equation (80) expresses the molar flow rate of O2 produced in the electrolyser. Equation (81) and 

(82) describe the molar flow rate of O2 leaving the anode, and a cell in the electrolyser stack. 

Equation (83) gives the total O2 leaving the electrolyser system. 

 

¹�;M,H�tj = �(H)
mJ  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (80) 

 

¹�;M,tÂS,Q],rÀrRS(Á)  = ¹�;M,H�tj ∀ Á ∈ ¤  (81)    

 

¹�;M,tÂS,rÀrRS  (Á) = ¹�;M,tÂS,Q],rÀrRS(Á) ∀  Á ∈ ¤  (82) 

 

¹�;M,tÂS,rÀrRS,���  = ∑ ¹�;M,tÂS,rÀrRS(Á)  ∀  Á ∈ ¤  (83) 

 
 
Equation (84) states that the total molar flow rate of O2 leaving the electrolyser system is equal 

to the molar flow rate of O2 entering the first cell of the fuel cell. 

 

¹�;M,tÂS,rÀrRS,���  = ¹�;M,k],lR(X) ∀ X ∈ ¹, X = 1  (84) 

 

The molar flow rate of O2 consumed is given in Equation (85) 

 

¹�;M,Rt]� = �(H)
mJ   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW    (85) 

 

Equation (86) states that the molar flow rate of O2 leaving a cell is equal to the difference 

between the molar flow rate of O2 entering the fuel cell, and the amount of O2 consumed. 

 

¹�;M,tÂS,lR(X) = ¹�;M,k],lR(X) − ¹�;M,Rt]� ∀  X ∈ ¹  (86)   
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CATHODEANODE PEM

NH2,prod

Equation (87) states that the molar flow rate of O2 in the cell n is equal to the molar flow rate of 

O2 in the previous cell, i.e. n-1, of the fuel cell system.  

 

¹�;M,k],lR(X) = ¹�;M,tÂS,lR(X − 1) ∀ X ∈ ¹, X > 1  (87) 

  

Equation (88) states that the molar flow rate of O2 leaving the last cell in the fuel cell stack must 

be equal 0 to demonstrate that all O2 produced in the electrolyser system is consumed.  

 

¹�;M,tÂS,lR(X) = 0  ∀ X ∈ ¹, X = |¹|  (88)   

 

3.5.3. Hydrogen Balance 

The PEM is designed to allow H+ ions to transfer from the anode to the cathode. Moreover, since 

the model being formulated is one-dimensional, no cross-permeation occurs. This means that the 

flow of H2 into the anode compartment of the electrolyser is assumed to be negligible. H2 in the 

fuel cell sub-system enters through the anode and is transferred through the membrane into the 

cathode, where H2O is formed.  

 

(11a) 
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ANODECATHODE PEM

NH2,cons

NH2,out,fc

NH2,out,elect,sys

(11b) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Hydrogen Balance across the Electrolyser (11a) and the Fuel Cell (11b) 

 

 

The molar flow rate of H2 produced in the electrolyser is given in Equation (89). 

 

¹�sM,H�tj = �(H)
�J  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�  (89) 

 

Equation (90) states that the molar flow rate of H2 leaving the cathode of the electrolyser is 

equivalent to the molar flow rate of H2 produced. 

 

¹�sM,tÂS,RQS,rÀrRS(Á)  = ¹�sMH�tj ∀  Á ∈ ¤  (90)    

 

The molar flow rate of H2 leaving the electrolyser is given in Equation (91) and is equal to the 

molar flow rate of H2 leaving the cathode of the electrolyser. 

 

¹�sM,tÂS,rÀrRS  (Á) = ¹�sM,tÂS,RQS,rÀrRS(Á) ∀  Á ∈ ¤  (91) 
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Equation (92) describes the total molar flow rate of H2 leaving the system as the sum of all 

hydrogen molar flowrates leaving the electrolyser system. 

 

¹�sM,tÂS,rÀrRS,���  = ∑ ¹�sM,tÂS,rÀrRS(Á)  ∀ Á ∈ ¤  (92) 

 

The total molar flow rate of H2 consumed is given in Equation (93). 

 

¹�sM,Rt]� = �(H)
�J   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW (93) 

 

Equation (94) states that the total molar flow rate of H2 leaving the electrolyser system is equal 

to the molar flow rate of H2 entering the first cell of the fuel cell. It should be noted, that the 

molar flow rate of H2 entering the cathode is assumed to be zero since H2 is produced in the 

cathode. 

 

¹�sM,tÂS,rÀrRS,���  = ¹�sM,k],lR(X) ∀ X ∈ ¹, X = 1  (94) 

 

Equation (95) expresses the molar flow rate of H2 as the difference between the molar mass of 

H2 entering the fuel cell and being consumed. 

 

¹�sM,tÂS,lR(X) = ¹�sM,k],lR(X) − ¹�sM,Rt]� ∀ X ∈ ¹  (95)   

 

Equation (96) states that the molar flow rate of H2 in the next cell is equal to the molar flowrate 

H2 in the previous cell of the fuel cell system.  

 

¹�sM,k],lR(X) = ¹�sM,tÂS,lR(X − 1) ∀ X ∈ ¹, X > 1 (96) 

  

Equation (97) states that the molar flow rate of H2 leaving the last cell in the fuel cell stack must 

be equal 0, to demonstrate that all H2 produced in the electrolyser system is consumed.  

 

¹�sM,tÂS,lR(X) = 0  ∀ X ∈ ¹, X = |¹|  (97)   
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3.6. Overall System Performance 

3.6.1. Total Power 

The total power consumed and produced in the electrolyser and fuel cell systems are given in 

Equation (98) and (99). XRrÀÀ is the number of cells in the stacks.   

 

9eÆ,�Rt]� = =(H)∗�(H)∗]aoÇÇ,oÇoab
+,���  ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = ,W,cd�eWfg,�    (98) 

 

9eÆ,�H�tj = =(H)∗�(H)∗]aoÇÇ,®a
+,���   ∀ 3 ∈ 9, 3 = hi,W c,WW      (99) 

 

 

3.6.2. Freshwater Recovery Rate 

Equation (100) expresses the freshwater recovery rate in the HEFC system. It describes the 

percentage of seawater recovered as freshwater. �ÈÈ is the freshwater recovery rate. 

 

�ÈÈ = �LMN,��\�∗]aoÇÇ,®a
�LMN,ÉV,oÇoab ∗ 100    (100) 

 

3.6.3. Objective Function 

The objective function in the HEFC system is to maximise the power conversion efficiency, 

which comprises of the power consumed, power produced and system efficiency. It is described 

in Equation (101).  

 

e·1 = max  (3eÆ,� ceXË,�gÌeX ,hhÌcÌ,Xcf)    

= max  Z�t�r���\�
�t�r�a\V� ∗ η���Srq^    (101) 
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3.7. Economic Evaluation 

To conduct the economic evaluation, the fixed capital investment, replacement cost, maintenance 

cost and total annualised cost (TAC)  equations are derived from the work done by Rahimi et al. 

(2014).  Based on the TAC, revenue generated and total production cost, the annual cash flow, 

present values, net present value and payback period were calculated.  

 

3.7.1. Fixed Capital Investment 

The initial capital cost also known as fixed capital investment, is the amount of capital required 

to establish a chemical plant or business venture.  It is comprised of the total direct capital cost 

and the total indirect capital cost. Equation (102) expresses the total direct capital cost required 

for the HEFC system, where  pegd�SQRÍ is the capital cost of the stack, pegdÎ;� is the capital 

cost of the balance of the plant, �� is the installation factor and p�ÀQ]j  is the land cost factor. 

Equations (103)-(104) give the cost of the stack and cost of the balance of the plant. p��SQRÍ is 

the stack cost factor and p�Î;� is the balance of the plant cost factor. It should be noted that the 

capital cost of the electrolyser (pegdRQH,rÀrRS ) and fuel cell (pegdRQH,lR )  were extrapolated from 

the research conducted by Thomas (2018), whereby a graph had been constructed and a 

polynomial function obtained. The polynomial function obtained for the electrolyser and fuel cell 

is shown in Equations (105)-(106). Equation (107) gives the total capital cost (pegdRQH ) for the 

HEFC system.  

  

pegdG< = Ï(pegd�SQRÍ + pegdÎ;�) ∗ (1 + ��)Ð + (pegdRQH ∗ p�ÀQ]j)   (102) 

 

pegd�SQRÍ = pegdRQH ∗ p��SQRÍ    (103) 

 

pegdÎ;� = pegdRQH ∗ p�Î;�     (104) 

 

pegdRQH,rÀrRS = �4.6 ∗ ÑHÂ�RvQ�r�  − 18,658.2 ∗  ÑHÂ�RvQ�r + 18,920,787� ∗ 9eÆ,�Rt]�  (105) 

 

pegdRQH,lR = �4.6 ∗ ÑHÂ�RvQ�r�  − 18,658.2 ∗  ÑHÂ�RvQ�r + 18,920,787� ∗ 9eÆ,�H�tj  (106) 
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pegdRQH = pegdRQH,rÀrRS + pegdRQH,lR    (107) 

 

Equation (108) expresses the BOP cost factor. It is made up of the anode gas management 

system (p�ºq�,Q]), cathode gas management system (p�ºq�,RQS), water delivery management 

system (p�jq�,sM;), thermal management system (p�Sq�), power electronics (p�HrÀrRS), 

controls and sensors (p�R�), mechanical BOP (p�§Î;�), other direct costs (p�tSvr�) and 

assembly labour (p��Ò) cost factors. 

 

p�Î;� = © p�ºq�,Q] + p�ºq�,RQS + p�jq�,sM; + p�Sq�+p�HrÀrRS + p�R� + p�§Î;� + p�tSvr� + p��Ò«   (108) 

 

The indirect capital cost of the HEFC system is made up of the construction, engineering and 

design, project contingency, and the legal and contractor costs. Equation (109) describes the total 

indirect capital cost (pG�<) of the HEFC system.  p�Rt]�S�ÂRSkt], p�Ó, p��< and p�Ò< are the 

construction, engineering and design, project contingency, and legal and contractor fee cost 

factors. 

 

pG�< = Ï(p�Rt]�S�ÂRSkt] + p��< + p�Ò<) ∗ pegdG< + �p�Ó ∗ pegdRQH�Ð   (109) 

 

 

Equation (110) expresses the fixed capital investment (�p�) required for the HEFC system. 

 

�p� = pG< + pG�<       (110) 
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3.7.2. Total Annualised Cost 

The total annualised cost (TAC) describes the annual cost of owning, maintaining and operating 

the HEFC system over the lifetime of the plant. It comprises of the annualised capital 

cost(p<QH,Q]]ÂQÀ), annualised replacement cost (pFrH,Q]]ÂQÀ) and the annualised maintenance 

cost (p§Qk],Q]]ÂQÀ). Equation (111) expresses the TAC of the HEFC system. 

 

D0p (Ô) = p<QH,Q]]ÂQÀ + p�rH,Q]]ÂQÀ + pqQk],Q]]ÂQÀ ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (111) 

 

Equation (112) describes the total annualised capital cost of the system (p<QH,Q]]ÂQÀ).  ÑHÀQ]S is 

the plant lifetime and 0� is the annual interest rate.  

 

p<QH,Q]]ÂQÀ = (J<�∗��)(+.��)Ö�ÇUVb
(+.��)Ö�ÇUVb��     (112) 

 

Similarly to the direct capital cost of the PEME and the PEMFC, the replacement cost is 

extrapolated from the research conducted by Thomas (2018). Equations (113)-(114) expresses 

the polynomial function obtained used to describe the replacement cost of the of the electrolyser 

and fuel cell.  Where  Ñ�rH is the year of replacement, pegd�rH,rÀrRS is the replacement cost of the 

electrolyser and pegd�rH,lR is the replacement cost for the fuel cell. Equation (115) gives the total 

replacement cost (pegd�rH) for the HEFC system. The annualised replacement cost is shown in 

Equation (116) 

 

pegd�rH,rÀrRS = �4.6 ∗ Ñ�rH�  − 18,658.2 ∗  Ñ�rH + 18,920,787� ∗ 9eÆ,�Rt]� (113) 

 

pegd�rH,lR = �4.6 ∗ Ñ�rH�  − 18,658.2 ∗  Ñ�rH + 18,920,787� ∗ 9eÆ,�H�tj (114) 

 

pegd�rH = pegd�rH,rÀrRS + pegd�rH,lR   (115) 

 

p�rH ,Q]]ÂQÀ = <t�S�o�∗(+.�J)
×�ÇUVb       (116) 
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The annualised maintenance cost is considered to remain constant every year.  In this paper, the 

annualised maintenance cost is taken as 2.5% of the initial capital cost. 

 

3.7.3. Revenue and production costs 

To determine the total revenue generated from the HEFC system, the income generated from the 

sale of freshwater and electricity are considered. Equation (117) states that the total income 

generated from the sale of water (È,ËsM;) is equal to the mass flowrate of water 

(¤sM;,tÂS,lR,���) multiplied by the cost of water (pegdsM;)  and plant operating hours(�3vtÂ��). 

Similarly, the sale of electricity (È,ËrÀrRS) is given in Equation (118). 

 

È,ËsM; = ©§LMN,\Øb,®a,�¦�
¥LMN « ∗ pegdsM; ∗ �3vtÂ��   (117) 

 

 È,ËrÀrRS = 9eÆ,�H�tj ∗ pegdrÀrRS ∗ �3vtÂ��   (118) 

 

Equation (119) gives the total revenue generated from the sale of water and electricity 

produced(È,Ë). In Equation (120) it is assumed that the revenue generated will annually 

increase at the same rate as the interest rate. 

 

È,Ë(Ô) = È,ËsM; +  È,ËrÀrRS  ∀ Ô ∈ Õ, Ô = 1 (119) 

 

È,Ë(Ô) = �È,ËsM; +  È,ËrÀrRS� + (1 + 0�)Ù  ∀ Ô ∈ Õ, Ô > 1 (120) 

 

Equation (121) expresses the total production costs incurred in the HEFC system. p��F, p�j�, 

p�F and p�k]� are the patent and royalty, selling and distribution, research and development, 

and insurance cost factors.  

 

pG�(Ô) = Ï(p��F + p�j� + p�F) ∗ È,Ë(Ô) + (�p� ∗ p�k]�)Ð ∀ Ô ∈ Õ  (121) 
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3.7.4. Cash Flow 

The cash flow over the lifetime of the HEFC system is calculated in Equations (122) – (127). 

Equation (122) describes the depreciation(�,3) of the system and is calculated using the 

straight-line method. Equation (123) gives the profit before tax (9ÚD). Equation (124) indicates 

the amount of tax payable to the government(D0Û). The profit after tax (90D), profit after tax 

plus depreciation (90D9�) and annual cash flow (p0Ü)) are given in Equations (125) - (127). 

 

�,3 (Ô) = J<�.<t�S�o�(�ÝÞß)
×�ÇUVb     ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (122) 

 

9ÚD(Ô) = È,Ë(Ô) − pG�(Ô) − �,3(Ô) ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (123) 

 

D0Û(Ô) = 9ÚD(Ô) ∗ D³à�QSr  ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (124) 

 

90D(Ô) = 9ÚD(Ô) − D0Û(Ô)     ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (125) 

 

90D9�(Ô) = 90D(Ô) + �,3(Ô)     ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (126) 

 

p0Ü)(Ô) = 90D9�(Ô) − D0p(Ô)    ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (127) 

 

 

3.7.5. Net Present Value 

The net present value (NPV) gives the current value of operating the HEFC system over the 

lifetime of the plant. The discount factor (��) is expressed in Equation (128) and is used to 

determine the present value of future cash flows. Equations (129) - (130) describe the present 

value (9:) and NPV of the proposed system. 

 

��(Ô) = +
(+.��)á��      ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (128) 

 

9:(Ô) = p0Ü)(Ô) ∗ ��(Ô)         ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (129) 
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¹9: = ∑ 9:(Ô)     ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (130) 

 

 

3.7.6. Payback Period 

Equation (131) gives the payback period of the plant, which states that the payback period is 

equal to the FCI multiplied by the plant life divided by the total revenue generated over the plant 

life. 

 

9Ú9 = J<�∗×�ÇUVb
∑ Frâ(Ù)     ∀ Ô ∈ Õ (131) 
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4. Illustrative Example 

To illustrate the application of the HEFC system, the model is applied to the following 

illustrative example based on data extracted from literature, and are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 3 and Table 4 lists the economic parameters and other cost factors that are considered 

 

Table 1: Seawater Electrolyser and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Parameters  

 Electrolyser Fuel Cell 

   Value Reference Value Reference 

Inlet flowrate of 
seawater (mol/s) 

    0.01 - - - 

Salinity  
(parts per thousand)     35 

(Dresp et al., 
2019) 

- - 

Pressure (atm)     1  1  

Anode charge 
transfer coefficient 

    0.5 
(Tijani et al., 
2019) 

0.5 
(Tijani et al., 
2019) 

Cathode charge 
transfer coefficient 

    0.5 
(Moradi Nafchi et 
al., 2019) 

1 
(Chowdhury et 
al., 2018) 

Anode exchange 
current density 
(A/m�) 

    13 (Bennett, 1980) 2 000 
(Shimpalee and 
Van Zee, 2007) 

Cathode exchange 
current density 
(A/m�) 

    900 (Han et al., 2015) 200 
(Shimpalee and 
Van Zee, 2007) 

Membrane thickness 
(�Á) 

    178 
(Webster and 
Bode, 2019) 

178 
(Saebea et al., 
2017) 
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Table 2: Economic Parameters (Colella et al., 2014)  

Direct Costs Cost Factor  

Stack 38%  

Hydrogen Gas Management System 6%  

Oxygen Gas Management System 2%  

Water Delivery Management System 5%  

Thermal Management 5%  

Power Electronics 26%  

Controls and Sensors 6%  

Mechanical Balance of the Plant 5%  

Other Direct Costs 2%  

Assembly Labor 5%  

Land 4%  

Installation Factor 10%  

   

Indirect Costs Cost Factor  

Construction Costs 2%  

Engineering and Design 8%  

Project Contingency 15%  

Legal and Contractor 15%  
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Table 3: Other Cost Factors and Rates 

Other factors Value Reference 

Working Capital 20% (Turton, 2013) 

Annual Interest Rate 6.75% (Trading Economics, 2019) 

Inflation Rate 4.5% (SA Stats, 2020) 

Maintenance Factor 2.5% (Colella et al., 2014) 

Purchase year 2019 - 

Replacement year (10 years after purchase) 2029 (Colella et al., 2014) 

Project life  (years) 20  

Tax Rate 28% (South African Revenue Services, 2020) 

 

Table 4: Operating Condition Constraints  

Variable Symbol Electrolyser 
range 

Fuel cell 
range Reference 

Temperature (℃) T 25-90 25-90 (Atyabi et al., 2019; Moradi 
Nafchi et al., 2019) 

Current density (A/m�) i >10,000 – 50.000 - 
(Abdel-Aal et al., 2010; 
Yan et al., 2019) 

Voltage (V) V 2.1-6 - (Abdel-Aal et al., 2010) 

Humidity degree x 14 - 25 14 - 25 (Han et al., 2015) 

Electro-osmotic drag 
coefficient 

nd >0.2 > 0.2 - 

System efficiency (%) η 67 - 82 67 - 82 (Valiollahi et al., 2019) 

Power produced (kW)  - 1 - 

Reaction area (cm2) A 50 - 400 50 - 400 - 

Anode and cathode 
thickness (μm) δ 50 – 6,250 50 – 6,250 - 
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To model the HEFC system, the following assumptions are made: 

(i) The system operates in a continuous one-dimensional flow  

(ii)  The system operates under steady-state, isothermal and isobaric conditions at 

atmospheric pressure 

(iii)  PEME  produces pure H2 and O2 

(iv) All H 2O is present in the liquid phase 

(v) Solar and wind energy are used to power the PEME  

(vi) Cells are connected in series (current remains the same) and current is distributed 

uniformly 

(vii)  Gases behave as ideal gases 

(viii)  The pressure gradient between the anode and cathode is negligible  

(ix) Uniform H2O activity across the membrane 

(x) No H2O enters the PEMFC 

(xi) No H2 leaves the anode of the PEME and enters the cathode of the PEMFC 

(xii)  No O2 leaves the cathode of the PEME and enters the anode of the PEMFC 

(xiii)  Chlorine leaves as a solution with excess seawater 

(xiv) Auxiliary units such as heat exchangers, pumps and valves are not modelled. 

Therefore the power consumed by these units are not taken into account 

(xv) System is operated for 8,000 hours/annum 
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5.  Results and Discussion 

The mathematical model of the HEFC system is implemented in GAMS 24.8.5 to maximise 

power conversion efficiency. BARON is used to solve the NLP optimisation problem. All results 

for the mathematical model were solved using a computer with the following specifications: Intel 

i7 processor on a Windows 7 Professional, 64-bit operating system with 8 GB of RAM.  

 

Seawater is a solution of salts composed mainly of chloride, sodium, sulphate, magnesium, 

calcium, and potassium ions dissolved in H2O. Since O2 evolution is promoted over chlorine 

evolution, chlorine leaves the system as a solution with brine. This is achieved by operating the 

seawater electrolyser at current densities either below 1 Á0/cÁ� which would require large 

electrode areas, or greater than 1,000 Á0/cÁ� which would require more energy. In this study, 

current densities greater than 1,000 Á0/cÁ� are used, as the cost required to power the 

electrolyser is not taken into account. This was based on solar and wind energy being readily 

available. The dissolved chlorine will take the form of hypochlorite, which is preferred compared 

to chlorine gas due to its non-toxic characteristics.  

 

One of the major concerns facing seawater electrolysis is the deposition of magnesium hydroxide 

and calcium carbonate on the cathode. This generally occurs due to the rise in pH caused by the 

generation of H2. Consequently, if precipitation deposit is not removed it will build up and 

prevent the efficient transfer of ions, which affects cell performance and efficiency (Badea et al., 

2007).  To account for this, precipitation removal costs are considered in the techno-economic 

evaluation. Furthermore, to overcome corrosion, platinum and nickel electrodes which are highly 

corrosion resistant are used to protect the electrode. 

 

Since the HEFC system incorporates a seawater electrolyser and to the best of our knowledge, no 

mathematical models have been developed for a PEM seawater electrolyser, validating the entire 

model proved to be challenging. Therefore, each sub-system is validated separately. 
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5.1. Model Validation 

To validate the seawater electrolyser, according to Zuttel et al. (2010), the minimum theoretical 

energy required at ambient conditions is 39.7 kWh/kg H2. In this model, an energy requirement 

of 56.8 kWh/kg H2 is achieved in the seawater electrolysis sub-system. This shows that the 

model is in fair agreement with the theoretical minimum energy requirement. Any deviations 

present may be attributed to the uncertainty in the type of electrolysis and water source used.  

 

The present fuel cell model is validated with the simulation model developed by Adbin et al. 

(2016). As seen in Figure 12, the present model results are in fair agreement with the model 

developed by Adbin et al. (2016). However, the discrepancy at low current densities is large and 

may be due to the effect of the activity of H2O, and the humidity degree of the anode-membrane 

and cathode-membrane interface, as well as the optimisation of the fuel cell in the HEFC system. 

In this model, the H2O activity and the humidity degree expressions were adapted from 

Shimpalee and Van Zee (2007). At high current densities and low membrane humidity degrees, 

the ohmic overpotential is greater which means there is greater resistance for electrons to transfer 

through the membrane. As a result, the discrepancy between the two models is reduced. 

Additionally, the activation overpotential contributes to greater potential losses in the fuel cell. 

This may be due to the natural logarithmic function present in the activation overpotential, which 

is linearised in the proposed model. As a result, this reduces the output voltage of the fuel cell 

and leads to the nonlinear model presented by Abdin et al. (2016). 

 

Figure 12: Fuel Cell Model Validation 
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5.2. Optimal Performance, Design Parameters and Operating Conditions 

To determine the optimal number of cells in the fuel cell stack, the relationship between power 

conversion efficiency and the number of cells is evaluated. According to Figure 13, which is 

constructed from the current HEFC model, the optimal number of cells to maximise power 

conversion efficiency is 12 cells. The results reported hereafter will be based on a model 

formulated with 1 cell PEME cell and 12 PEMFC cells. Evidently, there is also an inverse 

relationship between power conversion efficiency and the water recovery rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 13: Relationship between Power Conversion Efficiency, Freshwater Recovery Rate 
and Number of Cells in the Fuel Cell Stack 

 

Table 5: Optimal Performance Results for Each Cell  

 Electrolyser Fuel cell 

Current density (A/m2) 23,266 2,000 

Open circuit voltage (V) 1.162 1.175 

Activation overpotential (V) 0.654 0.067 

Diffusion overpotential (V)  0 0 

Ohmic overpotential (V) 0.323 0.031 

Input voltage (V) 2.136 - 

Output voltage (V) - 1.076 
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From the results in Table 5, it can be seen that the diffusion overpotential does not affect the 

performance of the electrolyser and the fuel cell, due to the presence of a PEM electrolyte. The 

activation overpotential is found to be the main contributor to the voltage losses in the 

electrolyser and fuel cell. Additionally, due to the resistance in the flow of H+ ions through the 

membrane, the ohmic overpotential is the second-largest source of potential loss.  

 

Table 6: Optimal Design and Operating Conditions 

 Electrolyser Fuel cell 

Temperature (℃) 80.1 66.7 

Humidity degree 14.4 14.6 

Electro-osmotic drag coefficient 1.64 0.20 

Anode thickness (μm) 237 270 

Cathode thickness (μm) 237 270 

Reaction area (cm2) 400 390 

 

Table 6 shows that the optimal operating temperature when the electrolyser and fuel cell are 

operated under atmospheric pressure is 80.1 ℃ and 66.7 ℃. In literature, high temperatures  

(40-80℃) were found to improve the performance of both the PEME and PEMFC (Han et al., 

2015). The optimal temperatures obtained from the model are in agreement with the observations 

made by Han et al. (2015), indicating that the electrolyser and fuel cell perform better at elevated 

temperatures. The humidity degree describes the amount of H2O present in the membrane. 

Typically, a range of 14-25 is given, where 14 describes a fully saturated membrane and 25 is for 

a supersaturated membrane. From the results, the optimal humidification degrees are 14.4 and 

14.6 in the electrolyser and fuel cell. This shows that adequate water management is required to 

prevent membrane dehydration and cathode flooding. If there is too little H2O present in the 

membrane, membrane dehydration will occur and lead to lower performance. Additionally, 

cathode flooding will occur if there is excess H2O present in the membrane. This will ultimately 

increase the resistance of the electrode. Consequently, the humidification degree is critical to the 

performance of the electrolyser and the fuel cell. 
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Table 7: Overall Results  

Power conversion efficiency (%) 41.2 

Freshwater recovery rate (%) 48.2 

System Efficiency (%) 81.9 

CPU Time (s)  0.03 

 

Table 7 describes the overall results for the hybrid system. As seen, the power conversion 

efficiency of the system is 41.2 % and is produced from 100% green energy with 0% carbon 

emissions. Furthermore, 48.2 % of the seawater fed to the electrolyser is recovered as freshwater 

in the fuel cell. This H2O recovered can be sent to the background process. By integrating the 

HEFC system with the background process, energy and H2O can be produced on-site. 

 

5.3. Economic Evaluation 

Since in most instances, both good solar and wind resources are available, the power consumed 

in the electrolyser could be supplied by solar and wind energy. Recently, the cost-

competitiveness of renewable enerergy shows remarkable transformation in the electricity 

generation sector. Typically, fossil fuel-derived power costs USD 0.04-0.14/kWh, compared to 

electricity generated from wind, which costs USD 0.04/kWh in the absence of financial support. 

Similary, in the solar and PV power generation industry, utility-scale electricity generation costs  

USD 0.069/kWh (Strielkowski, 2020). Conversely, in another report it has been reported that 

solar PV auction prices of USD 0.03/kWh are currently available (International Renewable 

Energy Agency, 2020).  In this work the cost for renewable energy consumed was not taken into 

account, as the model was developed primarily for the optimal design and synthesis of the HEFC 

system. As such, the purpose of the model is to investigate operational feasibility of the proposed 

system in terms of power conversion efficiency. Therefore, no additional costs were assumed to 

be incurred to break down H2O molecules, since the cost of electricity for the electrolyser was 

deemed negligible for the purposes of this study.  
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The basic cost factors used to breakdown the direct and indirect capital costs of various 

components in the HEFC system are obtained from Colella et al. (2014).  Based on that work, the 

forecourts cost factors are used because the current HEFC system is modelled to have a 1 kW 

power production capacity. As a result, using the centralised production facility (CPF) cost 

factors would be inaccurate due to the large size variance between the HEFC system and the 

CPF.  

The overall capital cost of the PEME is extrapolated from the research conducted by 

Thomas (2018). Based on that research, Figure 14 is constructed and a polynomial function is 

obtained. The PEME capital cost is expected to decrease over time, due to greater market uptake, 

higher production volumes, improved efficiencies, and cheaper catalysts and electrodes. It is 

important to note that Figure 14 is also used to determine the capital cost of PEMFCs, as PEMFC 

and PEME are constructed from similar components. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: PEME and PEMFC Capital Cost from 2015-2030 
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Table 8: Techno-Economic Results 

Total annualised cost (USD) 793 

Internal rate of return (%) 16.3 

Discount factor (%) 6.75 

Payback period (years) 3.94 

Net present value (USD) 1 498 

 

The net present value (NPV) over a plant life of 20 years is positive indicating that the system 

generates enough income to compensate for all business risk. The payback period is 3.94 years. 

This is a good payback period as generally, a chemical plant design with a payback period of 

fewer than 5 years is accepted as being feasible (Sinnott, 2005). Subsequently, the system proves 

to provide an environmental benefit in addition to its financial prospects. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This work addresses the water crisis and energy trilemma that is affecting many countries 

globally. The proposed system models a hybrid electrolyser-fuel cell system to produce H2 and 

freshwater from seawater. A one-dimensional, mathematical model operated under steady-state, 

continuous, isothermal and isobaric conditions have been developed for a HEFC  system. The 

HEFC may be integrated with a background process to provide supplementary power.  The 

hybrid system is modelled and optimised as an NLP problem in GAMS/BARON to maximise 

power conversion efficiency. Based on the results, 48.2 % of the seawater fed to the electrolyser 

is recovered as freshwater in the fuel cell. The hybrid system shows potential as being an 

efficient seawater purification system which releases 0% carbon emissions into the atmosphere. 

Additionally, it is environmentally friendly in its handling, production and use. As an energy 

conversion system, 41.2 % power conversion efficiency is achieved.  
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This indicates that the system shows promise of decentralising the production of electricity from 

fossil fuels, addressing the energy trilemma without straining freshwater bodies, and providing 

100% clean supplementary power to background processes.  In addition to its environmental 

benefits, the HEFC system is economically viable.  

 Some of the major limitations associated with the HEFC model include: 

• Cross-permeation of H2 and O2 was not taken into account, as the system was modelled 

as a one-dimensional model.  Two-dimensional and three-dimensional models can be 

developed to investigate the effect of cross-permeation on the performance of the system. 

• The mathematical formulation of the seawater electrolyser was developed based on the 

parameters sourced from literature. It is not clear whether these parameters explicitly 

describe the seawater electrolysis operation under the conditions that were found to be 

optimal.  

• This model does not take into account the operating costs of the renewable power 

consumed. This may be considered for future work whereby the objective function is 

comprised of economic constraints and variables. 

• It should be noted that the power consumed by auxiliary units such as pumps, 

compressors and heat exchangers were not taken into account. 

• The proposed system was conducted on PEME and PEMFCs. Therefore, investigations 

on the optimal performance of other types of electrolysers and fuel cells were not taken 

into account. 

The overall perspective of this work is to illustrate the optimal design of a HEFC system to 

produce H2 and freshwater from seawater, as well as the viability of the system. The results from 

the mathematical model provide insight into the efficiency and performance of the system, and 

can provide a better understanding of seawater electrolysis and the proposed hybrid system. 
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Nomenclature 

Parameters 

0sM;   Activity of water - 

å  Charge transfer coefficient - 

0�  Annual interest rate - 

p  Concentration ÁeW/ÁC  

p�  Cost factor - 

9R�  Critical pressure ¤9³  

DR�  Critical temperature ¾  

�  Diffusion coefficient  Á�/g  

�rll  Effective diffusion coefficient Á�/g  

1t  Exchange current density  0/ÁC 

�  Faraday's constant p/ÁeW  
�È  Inflation Rate - 

IF Installation factor - 

wqrq  Membrane thickness �Á  

¤q  Molar mass æç/ÁeW  
¤q,qrq,j��  Molar mass of the dry membrane æç/ÁeW  
XRrÀÀ  Number of cells  

è  Number of electrons transferred  

9  Pressure ¤9³  

9�rl  Reference pressure ¤9³  

D�rl  Reference temperature ¾  

È  Universal gas J/ÁeW. ¾ 

D³à�QSr  Tax rate  

��  Water diffusion coefficient  Á�/g  

¾jQ�R�  Water permeability coefficient  Á�  
ÑHÀQ]S  Plant life - 

ÑHÂ�RvQ�r  Purchase year - 

Ñ�rH  Replacement year - 
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Variables 

p³gℎ  Cash flow êÜ�  

pegd  Cost êÜ�  

pRQH  Capital cost êÜ�  

�  Current 0  

1  Current density 0/Á�  

�,3  Depreciation êÜ�  

�  Diffusion coefficient Á�/g  

��  Discount Factor - 

Xj  Electrostatic drag coefficient - 

�p�  Fixed capital investment êÜ�  

�rll  Effective diffusion coefficient Á�/g  

�ÈÈ  Internal rate of return - 

pqQk]  Maintenance cost êÜ�  

¤  Mass flow rate  æç/ℎ�  

¹�   Molar flow rate ÁeW/g  

X  Molar flux ÁeW/Á�.ℎ�   

f  Molar fraction  - 

�3vtÂ��   Operating hours ℎ�  

¹9:  Net present value êÜ�  

90D  Profit after tax êÜ�  

 90D9�  Profit after tax plus depreciation êÜ�  

9ÚT Profit before tax êÜ�  

9Ú9  Payback period f�  

9eÆ,�  Power æ¨  

9:  Present value êÜ�  

0  Reaction area Á�  

p�rH  Replacement cost êÜ�  

È,Ë  Revenue êÜ�  

9�QS  Saturation pressure ¤9³ 

È,Ë  Revenue êÜ�  

D  Temperature ¾  
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D0p  Total annualised cost êÜ�  

D�p  Total direct costs êÜ�  

D�p  Total indirect costs êÜ�  

D9  Total production êÜ�  

:  Voltage or overpotential :  

   

   

Greek Symbols  

   

α  Charge transfer coefficient   

ρ Density æç/ÁC   

�qrq,j��  Density of dry membrane æç/ÁC  

η  Efficiency  

λ Humidity degree  

uqrq  Membrane conductivity eℎÁ-+Á-+  

ë  Partial pressure  ¤9³  

°H   Percolation  

ε Porosity  

w  Thickness  Á  

�  Viscosity æç. g/ÁC  

   

Sets   

   

¤  Number of cells in electrolyser stack =1  

¹  Number of cells in fuel cell stack = 1,2,3,…,25  

9   Units = Electrolyser, Fuel cell  

Õ  Number of plant operating years = 1,2,3,...,20  
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Subscripts   

   

³cd  Activation  

0ì  Assembly labour  

³X  Anode  

³XXi³W  Annual   

Ú�9  Balance of Plant  

c³d  Cathode  

c³3  Capital  

cℎ Channel  

cℎ, e  Channel at reference conditions  

ceXgd�icdÌeX  Construction  

ceXg  Consumed  

cg  Control and sensors  

íÌhh  Diffusion  

�p  Direct cost  

íÁg  Delivery management system  

�Ü  Distribution and selling  

î�  Engineering and design  

,W,cd  Electrolyser  

,e  Electro-osmotic drag  

hc  Fuel cell  

çÁg  Gas management system  

)�  Hydrogen  

��  Installation factor  

ÌXg  Insurance  

LC Legal and contractor fees  

W³Xí  Land  

Á,Á  Membrane   

Á,  Membrane-electrode interface   

Á,, e  Membrane-electrode interface at reference conditions   

¤Ú�9  Mechanical balance of plant  

eℎÁ  Ohmic  
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ecË  Open circuit voltage  

edℎ,�  Other   

��  Oxygen  

edℎ,�  Other direct costs  

9p  Project contingency  

3,  Pressure effect  

9È  Patents and royalties  

3,W,cd  Power electronics  

3�eí  Produced  

È�  Research and development  

gÆ  Seawater  

gd³cæ  Stack  

gfg  System  

dÁg   Thermal management system  

)��  Water  

)� − )��  Hydrogen-water mixture  

�� − )��  Oxygen-water mixture  
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